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A Modern Introduction to Differential EquationsAcademic Press, 2009
An accessible introductory differential equations textbook for the one-semester course.     

Designed for a one-semester course, A Modern Introduction to Differential Equations presents a solid and highly accessible introduction to differential equations, developing the concepts from a dynamic systems perspective...
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Teaching Business Discourse (Research and Practice in Applied Linguistics)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book presents research in business discourse and offers pedagogical approaches to teaching business discourse in both classroom and consultancy contexts that address the key issues of dealing with different types of learners, developing teaching materials and evaluation. Drawing on the authors’ extensive experience of researching...
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Post-Fordist Cinema: Hollywood Auteurs and the Corporate Counterculture (Film and Culture Series)Columbia University Press, 2019

	The New Hollywood boom of the late 1960s and 1970s is celebrated as a time when maverick directors bucked the system. Against the backdrop of counterculture sensibilities and the prominence of auteur theory, New Hollywood directors such as Robert Altman and Francis Ford Coppola seemed to embody creative individualism. In Post-Fordist...
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Study Guide and Skills Performance Checklists for Fundamentals of NursingMosby, 2008
Strengthen your understanding of nursing fundamentals with comprehensive review and practice    

       Reinforce what you've learned in Fundamentals of Nursing, 7th Edition with this detailed, chapter-by-chapter review guide. Each chapter provides exercises that challenge your understanding of key concepts and performance checklists to...
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Linguistics: An Introduction to Language and CommunicationMIT Press, 2001

	This popular introductory linguistics text is unique in the way various themes are integrated throughout the book. One primary theme is the question, "How is a speaker's communicative intent recognized?" Rather than treat phonology, phonetics, morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics as completely separate fields, the text...
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Zabbix 1.8 Network MonitoringPackt Publishing, 2010

	Imagine you're celebrating the start of the weekend with Friday-night drinks with a few friends. And then suddenly your phone rings -- one of the servers you administer has gone down, and it needs to be back up before tomorrow morning. So you drag yourself back to the office, only to discover that some log files have been growing more...
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Making Android Accessories with IOIOO'Reilly, 2012

	Android phones are a great platform for developing apps, but sometimes it is nice if those apps go beyond the built-in hardware of the phone and connect to some homemade electronics.

	

	The IOIO board allows you to do just that, and this book will show you how to use the IOIO board and interface it to various different...
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House Officer Urology (4th Edition)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
The goal of this fourth edition of Urology (for the House Officer) is unchanged from that of the first, i.e., to create a concise source of clinical information on urology for medical students and residents that they can easily carry in their pockets and refer to quickly. The previous editions of this book were well received by both students and...
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Introduction to Thermodynamics and Kinetic Theory of Matter (Physics Textbook)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
An updated and expanded translation of the highly popular Russian textbook, Introduction to Thermodynamics and Kinetic Theory of Matter examines equilibrium and kinetic properties of matter – gas, liquid, and solid – using the general principles of thermodynamics and kinetic theory. Readable and accessible throughout, this book provides...
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Managing and Using Information Systems: A Strategic Approach (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Managers do not have the luxury of abdicating participation in information
	systems decisions.Managers who choose to do so risk limiting their future business
	options. Information systems are at the heart of virtually every business interaction,
	process, and decision, especially when one considers the vast penetration of the
	Web in the...
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LANGE Instant Access EKGs and Cardiac StudiesMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The most convenient, easy-to-use resource for interpreting EKG readings -- full of clinical facts, figures, and data you will rely on again and again

This handy guide has all the information you need to effectively decipher every type of electrocardiogram, from the most basic to the most challenging.  More than any other resource,...
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Mathematics for MultimediaAcademic Press, 2003

	Beautiful mathematical ideas abound in multimedia software! Some are not
	encountered until late in undergraduate or even postgraduate study, whereas they
	can be appreciated and used much earlier. This book presents a few dozen such
	pearls, strung together by their ubiquity in many applications. It is based on
	the course Topics in...
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